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Library Service for the
Business Man'
B y Henry Bruere, Third Vice-president, Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company
LEXANDER T H E GREAT wrote
to Aristotle who, you will remember, had been his teacher: "You have not
done well in publishing these lectures,
for how shall we, your pupils, excel
other men, if you make that public to all,
which we learned from you?" Despite
the publication Alexander achieved a
certain eminence. But what myriads of
other men have had their stature heightened by the wisdon~ of Arjstotle?
Aristotle died 2250 ycars ago. The
viewpoint of Alexander only began to
fade out of men's minds in the last two
centuries. I n business it is only since
the recent war that a free exchange of
lcnowledge between enterprises has come
into vogue.
For some years I saw a good deal of
two n~anufacturersin the same linc of
business. They lived in the same city
and their factories adjoined each other
in a town some hundreds of miles away.
These gentlemen would make frequent
trips to their plants. Often they traveled
on the same train. They would stop a t
the same hotel and join each other at
meals. They asked each other as many
questions as they dared to aslc and answered as few as possible. They were
greatly curious as to any new methods
the other used, but they generally learned
of them from third persons. Both made
mistakes. Both were constantly experimenting. But neither ever visited the
.other's plant. Each prospered, but it is
not likely that their prosperity was due
to knowledge the other lacked. It may
be that they would have learned nothing
by an exchange of visits, except the
pleasing information that one was no
wiser than the other. Yet I would say

A

that they would have avoided repeating
costly mistakes.
But it is not the sequestration of business Icnowledge, but its freer interchange
that gives new interest to the development
of business research in America. Of
this opening up of minds to each other,
Mr. Henly Dennison has said that it is
the contribution to modern economic
progress for which our children will
most honor us. At a rcccnt meeting of
the Taylor Society, Mr. Dennison told
of a group of manufacturers of different
products who meet regularly and visit
each other's plants, exchanging ideas, information, experience and methods. In
a degree this goes on ainong the members of trade associations and in less
formal associations, such as the luncheon
clubs that have in recent years talcen such
hold on business men. A representative
business Inan in Bridgeport told me the
other day that he attends one of these
luncheon meetings with different groups
of business men rcgularly five times a
week On the sixth day he recuperates
at lunch in his private club.
Ii there lurks in men's minds reluctance still to share lcnowledge it is because they have not learned that in this
sharlng there is what Miss Mary Follett
of Boston might describe as circular response. An idea or fact is given forth,
another is given in return. Thomas
Bradshaw, vice-president and general
manager of the Massey-Harris Company,
recently expressed the following broad
view of the exchange of industrial
secrets :
"After all, what is to be gained
by an efficient tnanagemellt keeping
secret its commercial processes? I t

*Address delivered before the New York Special Libraries Assoc~ation, January ao, 1937,
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may, on the other hand, derive benefit from the suggestions o r activities
of outside experts who are allowed
to make themselves acquainted with
the processes. If two men exchange
an idea, each is richer by the fact
that he now has two."

-

This exchange of information between
individuals is valuable, but it has its limitations. I mention it to put in italics,
as it were, this new baclcground foi- the
work of the reference librarian. No man
can gather to himself and retain in his
mind all the things he needs to know.
No man can have encyclopedic knowledge, even regarding his own business.
For that reason you need a depository
of information. And if you have a depository of infol-mation, you must have
some way of sluicing it, and in the
process, of separating the good from the
waste and classifying it. Either you are
self-sufficient, oblivious to the literature
of your craft or you must have a new
facility in your business that the older
circumscribed and gossip-leasning business man lacked. You must have a library and a librarian. That this is so
is demonstrated by the fact that there are
about two hundred business libraries in
New Yoi-lc alone.
For strictly business purposes there is
no need for a large collection of what
may be described as business b001is.
There should not be many complete collections of business boolts in any city, it
seeins to me. Few business houses have
need for constant access to b001is outside
their particular field. I would not discourage the average business man from
having a library by insisting on liav~ng
it too complete. I would not have him
have his own isolated library at all, except in the rarest instances. A library
need not be in your outer office to be
accessible. My own experience is that
I use b001is that are loolted into for me
by a librarian oftener than I do those
that decoratively add color to my office.
Where the library should be and how
your business man may have access to
i t is a question that I shall discuss a bit
later. What I would emphasize first is
that the age of literacy is dawning in
business, and second, that men of business are now deriving practical benefit
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from collections of what I understand
the library world describes generally as
print.
LITERACY
IN BUSINESS
When I say that the age of literacy is
dawning in business, I would not have
any one understand me to assert that
until recently business men could not
read and write. I t is true it was the
boast of some of the greatest of them
not many decades back that when they
wcre put at work they could scarcely
decipher Holy Writ.
Until lately there was little or nothing
to read 011 business except market reports
in the press and shipping news. The
case with business contrasted sharply
with medicine and the law. One of my
most vivid mental pictures is that of an
elderly man seated in his library with a
large book before hi111 and a pile of journals on a table at his side. That man
was my father who was a country doctor, entering upon 111s practice at the
time of the Civil War, and continuing
his education through reading during thc
fifty strenuous years of his active professional life. Wi.thout such study inedical
men become mere artisans or degenerate
into quackery. The business men of that
day spent their evenings playing whist
or billiards or dozing at home. Boolcs
have always been the foundation of the
law, both in training and in the practice
of the profession.
I t is almost within the short life time
of the special business library that the
really useful business book bcgan to make
its appeasance. The reason for this is
plain. The material for writing b o o l ~
has not been available. Even now the
gathering of the illusti-ative case illaterial
from which principles may be constructed
and existing practice tested is still an innovation of the advanced business
schools. There has been great linowledge
accumulatecl by business men, but they
have taken it with them to their graves.
An engineer studying a shoe-making
plant called attention to the fact that
only one man had control over the storage of important patterns and only h e
knew where the patterns were located.
He recommended a modern system
which would index the patterns and file
them accordingly. Oh no, that would
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let anybody find them and so expose .the fully and in the public interest. What
plant to the spying of some competitor eager demand and constant application
l
for worlcs conscientiously
who might make some rascally but profit- you ~ o u l chave
able use of them. The patterns were prepared and slcillfully written by the
the very lceystone of the company's pros- pre-eminent figures in different departperity. What an idea, to have a record ments of business. One can estimate this
of them ! The inevitable happened. The demand from the remai-lcable success of
keeper of the holy of holies died. There Henry Ford's two boolcs on his policies
was the diclcens to pay. Much running and methocls which have been inade
about, confusion and bewailing. Then available through the fortunate collabcame the new systein and peace. Now oration of Samuel Crowthcr, an able
journalist and expositor Those boolcs
anybody can find patterns.
I t does not talce inuch maginatloll to have had the most far-rcaching effect on
apply this experience on a somewhat the business thinking of men of any
larger scale perhaps to the general field boolcs that have appeared in my time.
of business activity, to picture the social Imagine, I say, the use that would be
loss that comes when inforination that lnactc if leaders in husiness should discannot be supplied by a system vanishes ciplinc themselves to write as lun~inously
with the mortal flame of the mall who on their business as they are learning to
talk entertainingly and instructively after
carried it about with him in life.
Among business lnell tlie accountants dinner. A Story 01- Osler in business
were the first to rccorcl their tl-~eoi-iesand might easily appear if we could have the
practice, and I suspcct that that camc following 1st of titles to choose from.
about because of a desire to erect them- Tllc P?.imiplcs and Mcthods of Corporselves into the clignity of a profession ate Fiuaming, Clarcncc Dillon; M C T with its protection against interlopers chandisingr to the 114zdtit1~dc,F. W .
and charlatans. But the great business Woolworth ; Invcstntcttt Bunkiwg, J .
man of yesterday had no professional Picrpont Morgan ; The Drba~tnicntStore
aspirations. H e was a builder of new P~oblcin,Jesse Straus; Applicd 11lalr.u~cs
Cyrus
empires, an adventurel. into new fielcls, factr~ring P ~ ' ~ I I . ac ~d ~iVcllrods,
H
.
h4cCormiclc;
Tlzc
Art
of
Railroading,
an organizer of men, a wealth gatherer.
H c devised his methods as he went along, in six volumes, Daniel Willard ; A Handor liircd men to devise then1 for him. book o n Life Inszwancc, Darwin P.
And when he got through he tricd to IGngsley ; Step by Stcp zn Nczuspapcr
forget what he learned as quiclcly as pos- Pz~blislting,Adolph S. Ochs; Buildi~zga
sible and turned himself to philosophiz- Nc7v 1ndzlsft.y Jrom tlzc Air, David Saring on the plain virtues or to philan- noff.
Happily there are now excellent analthropy or traveling.
yses of business problems appearing in
book form issued by discriminating publishers who are staffed with able editors.
The boolcs on business have not as a If the authors are not as yet primarily
rule been written by business men. The business inen they are approacl~ingthe
outstanding names in business history in discussion of their problem with a desire
America are not also the names of au- to assist rather than to reform business,
thors of business treatises. The stand- to disclose existing practice rather than
ard boolcs on railroading are not by I-Iar- to impose theories. The analytical and
riman or Hill, but by college professors, articulate typc o l mind is finding its
who only lately have been invited to sit place in business, as statistician, econowith the bankers on railway boards. The mist, personnel director, comptroller, and
same is true of insurance and banking, increasingly as chief executive. YOU
with the exception of Kirlcbride's book may not have at present a too imposing
on the trust company. The time is com- list of good business hoolcs 011 your
ing, let us hope, when business men will shelvcs. I t may be not over two hunclred,
be moved to analyze and write down the and most of them written by those who
principles and procedures which they were outside looking in, but the literature
have followed in handling affairs success- of business in a decade will, I think, rival
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that of the older professions. The materials f o r this literature arc now in the
making.

OTHERREFERENCE
SOURCES
Perhaps I have t a k d too I ~ I U C ~of
books. It is coininonplace that the more
photographic writings on business processes and methods a t all events are to
be found in the periodical press and in
spccial reports by trade associations and
siinilar bodies. This periodical and incidental print is the chief source of information in library investigation of current business problems. The test of a
good reference lil~rarianin the field of
commerce and industry, therefore, lies in
his ability to select and winnow this
outgiving now appearing in almost
countless periodicals. But whether the
material be found in books, pci-iodicals,
reports, addresses or what not, it is too
voluminous, too varied in quality, too
steady in output, to be dealt with by the
amateur and the choicc for the business
man is first whether he will use it or not
use it. If he inteilds to use it, he will
need assistance.
First, should hc use i t ? It is hardly
necessary for me to argue this qucstion
as a matter of principle, Mi-. John Cotton Dana in his littlc booklet on "Buying
and Using Pi-int," has done this admirably and sufficiently. Arguments on
principle ai-e not, however, over-persuasivc ant1 besides in this assemblage
we are coinmittctl to the value of basing
judgment on the experience of others.
The reason I have been aslced to speak
to you is that during :he last several
years a t the Mctropolttan I have seen a
business reference library effectively at
worli. This library is used both in the
internal conduct of the business and also
in assisting in the information and advisory service to business firms which the
Metropolitan conclucts for and with
twenty-five liui~di-edfirms who are its
group insurance policyholclers.
T h e inquiries ~ v l ~ i ccome
h
in f roin our
policyl~olders cover a wide variety of
st~bjects, but are heaviest with respect
to industrial relations cluestions and
health matters, because it: is initially on
that cotntnon ground that the insui-ance
company and thcse firms canlc together.
For all that type of information wliich
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has found its way into print and wliich
from its source may be talcen as authentic, the library is the mcans of i d i i n g
a quick reply. Such questions ale
largely questions involving statistics, occurrences and sources of information on
particular subjects.
With respect to the type of cluestion
which involves the intei-pretation of information or the framing of a recommendation, the library is rather a point
of departure than the final goal of the
inquirer. Here is a question, ior example, that recently came to the Metropolitan. A manufacturer of electrical
machinery wished to develop a market
for a specialty made by his company,
consisting of a portable lighting unit of
principal use on farms. The problem
he presented was with respect to the selection, training and conlpensation of
specialty salesmen. He aslced for information on the methods of various specialty manufacturers and distributoi.~,
naming some of them. The library was
full of information on these points. TOO
full, indeed. The inaterial had to be
sifted with a busincss man's eye as well
as a librarian's eye. Then it had to be
evaluated. Some of it was too obviously
second hand; somc not applicable to the
typc of problen~with which our ?nanufacturer was presented; some of lt suggested that it would be well to find out
whether the plan described was still in
force or had been altered. That meant
correspondence. Finally, a recommenclation had to be framed with all the careful reservation of absent treatment. This
inquirer, had he had this library nearby,
might have done the evaluating and
synthesizing himself. The value of the
reference, however, was greatly increased
by having the material passed through
the mind of a business trained management counsellor, who supplemented and
strengthened the contribution tlic library
could make to the handling of an important piece of business.
There is not time for cliscussion of
many cases. I shall have to content tmyself with the point that a library is incomplete as a soul-ce of business information unless it is supplemented by research and perhaps an interpretative
function. I l ~ u r r yto say that I know the
danger of indiscriminate counselling. But
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iew questions come to the library wit11
respect to which fresh practical experie w e is not somewhere nearby to be obtained for the asking. I have been
impressetl somewhat with the danger o i
assuming too inuch with respect to the
finality of the response which a library
can make to a practical cluestion on which
important action is to be based.
I would have in a busincss library a
business econoinist to supplement t l ~ c
worlc of the librarian. Perhaps one such
person trained in the ways of business
could serve a group of libraries. I have
inlagined soine provision made f o r this
purpose by the business community,
through the New Yorli Public Library.
This brings me to the question of the
physical relation of the library to the
business establishment. I n order lo
think concretely on this point, let us take
the City of New York as a field of operation. Many companies will wish to
have their own libraries or librarians who
can worlc in close relation to the esecutive who intends to use the inforination.
F o r such libraries an interchange of inforn~ationand resources is not only desirable, but has been demonstrated to be
feasible. There appears to bc a fine spirit
of inter-library co-operation. For those
libraries which are specializing in like
fields there might be more than that.
There might be a systematic exchange of
information secured and a reciprocating
index. This not only would avoid delays and duplication, but would prevent
the repeated demands made on those
whose experience and method is desired
for information that given once may be
used by all. The willing business man is
much put upon with inquiries and frequently members of the same organization will make independent inquiries
which might be consolidated. A suggestion has recently been made that there
be a pooling of resources, for example,
by those special libraries that seel; to
keep their files up to date in regard to
industrial relations questions which are
undergoing rapid evolution and change.
But the problem is bigger than that, so
big in fact that some form of community
effort seems desirable.

WORKO F
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111 connection with this meeting, 1
sought an interview with the dlrcctor of
the New York Public Library. He very
courteously arranged a meeting not only
with himself but with the heads of the
special divisions of the library that particularly serve commerce and industry.
A vcry impressive use is nlacle of the
facilities of the New York Public Library at Forty-Second Strcet by the business community. Certain coinpallies
send representatives to worlc almost continually in one of the special libraries.
T o individual business inen a grcat deal
of assistance is glven by the librarians in
looking up information Spot mforination is given over the telephone when it
is available, All the required business
reference books are kept for usc by thc
business public. The library takes a
very broad view of the scope of business
and it has in consequence many intesests
to serve. It cannot do much by way of
special research, yet it has found time to
publish a number of bibliographies, as
ior example, a recent one on printing and
writing inks I t works generously with
the private special libraries of the city
and there is f rom them a free reciprocity.
As to the local libraries at the branches,
I imagine not much has been done to
make the library serviceable to the business men of the neighboi-hood (presuinably spelled Naborhood). These branch
or local libraries are sustained by the
city, the library foundations having provided the buildings. The inatter 1s the
other way about at the central reference
library. The library foundations maintain the library and operate it. The city
may not wish to make a special effort to
serve the local busincss communities by
psoviding special facilities for this puspose at the branches or soine of them. I
have not gone into that. But I can imagine that something profitable might be
done along those lines without great cost
or serious bulging of our t a s bills.
Do you not believe it would be interesting, at all events, to see listed in the
annual report the specific services rcnclesecl by those libraries to business men,
along with the services given to teachers,
social agencies and club women? The
business man is a needed friend of the
library, as was recently shown in the sup-
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easily be developed into a sense of dependence, once he has discovered how
profitable a library may be made to him
in the conduct of his business.
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in business for any man or woman who
wisely and aggressively knows that he
can make a contribution. There is no
place in that world for the too selfeffacing soul. I n business this is the era
of inquiry, research, comparison and
compilation of knowledge. How shall
LINKING
THE LIBRARIES
such work be done efficiently and well
Would it be feasible, I wonder, to link without the library and the librarian?
together as a working organization the How shall it be done at all without the
Public Library and the special libraries library and the librarian?
under some guiding committee ? Such
I propose that the special librarians
a colnnlittee could step by step f i n d ' ~ r x - make known their readiness to promote
tical meam to unify the effort whlch so the illumination of our economic life.
many business men are now making to They will find themselves, if they do SO,
bring to light the experiential lcnowledge sought from all quarters to help in the
which business is accumulating on prob- new competition of business, the cornpelems of concern to every business. There tition of informed intelligence.
will always be special problems of conWe have had our Alexanders in busicern only to individual enterprises, but ness and their achievements have been
the numbel- of questions which bear on great, and much has been learned from
the effectiveness of all business and its their works if not from themselves. Men
social serviceability is constantly increas- of the Aristotelian stripe are arising In
ing with the development of pressure to business and as they appcar we hail
progress that comes not only from com- them They are syn~bolsof a new age
petition but a genuine eagerness to do when we shall carry on the fundamental
with utmost wisdom and enlightenment processes of civilized life, those that have
those things that business must do to to do with the satisfaction of material
meet public expectation of it.
wants, under the guidance of accumuNew York is many things, but it is lated knowledge, freely exchanged inconspict~ouslya great work shop, a great formation and a professional pride in
economic organization, sustaining and making contributions to that lcnowledge.
advancing the well-being of millions of The business library is not only an inpeople. That economic effort is of first dispensable present facility in this new
importance to public welfare and its age, but one of its most impressive and
character is governed by the character potential manifestations.
of service rendered by the individual enWhat Is a Profession?
terprises that carry on the day's work.
Not only public welfare but individual
Justice Brandeis of the United States Suinterest demands a unification of these preme Court, states the December issue of
entesprises where such relation will the readable bulletin issued by Haskins &
strengthen them and better enable them Sells, has been quoted as definlng a profcsto serve. I n this unification the business sion in the following terms:
library is playing or will play an im"The peculiar characteristics of a proportant part. The breadth of opporfession as distinguished from other OCCUtunity invites the enlargement of the
pations, I take to be these:
scope, facilities and activities of the li"First, a profession is an occupation for
brary function and its more direct inwhich the necessary preliminary training
tegration with the business mind. I t is
is intellectual in charactcr, involving
a challenging opportunity in which not
knowledge and to some extent learning,
only the library, but the universities, the
as distinguished from mere skill ;
great business establishments with far"Second, it is an occupation which is
reaching public relationship and business
pursued largely for others and not merely
men who have a vision of their calling as
for one's self ;
a profession must participate.
"Third, it is an occupation in which the
I would say to you "Strike out into
amount of financial returns is not the accepted measure of success."
the world of business." There is a place
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Patent Literature as a Source
of Information
By Julian

A

F. Smith,

Technical Librarian, T h e
Akron, Ohio

DISCOURSE on patent literature
is somewhat lilic a lectt~rewhich
the queen bee delivered to her subjects.
Said the queen, "Gathering honey requires soine searching; but the result is
worth the effort." That is the whole
essence of the subject we are about to
consider. I t is an old subject, commonplace enough to those who worlr in it.
There is nothing particularly ncw or
spectacular to be said about i t ; but a
brief discussion may serve to show that
what the queen bee said about hoi~cyis
true also of the inforination contained
in patents.
Gathering honey is an apt metaphor
for our- subject. Patent literature, like
clover blossoms, thrives in illany fields
of activity; and like the busy bee, thc
scarcher must know where to look for
that which he seeks. An enormous
amount of useful information is stored
up in patents. A11 fields of technology,
and many in scientific investigation, are
represented. Hence the investigator wlio
wishes to get a completc picture of what
has been done before hiin must not
neglect this source of information.
Froin the searcher's viewpoint, the
value of technical literature, including
patents, lies in the fundairiental truth
that human progress rcsts on the foundation of the past. Our courts have aptly
considered the grant of patent rights to
be a contract in w l ~ i c lthe
~ inventor 1-eceives certain psotection from the government, and in return discloses to the
public the new and useful information
ernbodiecl in his invention. I n the vei-y
nature of such an arrangement, much
scientific and tecllnical knowledge is thus
made public which would otherwise be
kept secret
H e who sets out to explore a new field
of knowledge should choose as an important part, if not the first part, of his
program an examination of past records.
Often a preliminary search will show that
the proposed exploration has already
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been made. Then the expensive labor
of going over the same grodnd again is
saved. I n any case the investigator
learns, by a properly conducted search,
where his predecessors left off and where
he actually entel-s new territor,~.
The total nuinber of patents issued in
the world up t o this time runs well into
the millions. Our own country has
granted considerably more than a million
and a half, and is increasing the number
by sometl~ing likc thirty-five thousand
per year. Viewed in that light, it is easy
to see why patent literature contains a
great mass of scientific and technical inforination not to be found elsewhere.
If every patent represented a separate
invention, the output would be amazing;
but there is much duplication. In soine
countries (notably France) the patent
office makes no esamination to ascertain
if an idea is new; l~encethe same invention may be patenlcd more than once.
But there is a much greater cause of duplication in the fact that valuable inventions are generally patented in several or
inany countries. Even allowing for
tluplication, the number of patents nlay
still seem remarlcable unless it is remem1)crcd that thirteen nations issue prlnted
specifications, and that slightly more than
a h~uldrcdothers grant patents hut do not
print them.
T11c thirteen nations incltlde the United
States, Japan, two British colonies (Australia and India) and nine nations of
Eul-opc, All of them 1)ul Sweden publish also an official journal giving essential data (in some caws with abridgments) of patent grants and applicatlons.
The more important of these are the Officinl Gaeettc (United States), the I l h tratrd Oficinl Jozwn,al (British), the
Patcrztblatt (Germany), the Ocsten'eiclzische Pntcntblntt (Austria), the Pntentlistc (Swiss), and the Bdletin Officiel (French) .
Official journals are also issued by
many of the patent offices which do not
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print t l ~ e i r specifications. Notable exainples are Canada, Italy, Belgium,
Spain, some British colonies, and the
larger Latin American natlons. In some
official journals abridgments of spccifications art: given, arranged in numerical
order (as in Unitccl States, Canada,
England) 01- in classified order (as in
Germany and Austria). Others (e.g. in
France) give only essential data ( n u n ber, date, patentee, titlc, etc ) without
any ah-idgmcnts. Those countries which
allow public illspection of pending applications publish essential data of applications as well as of patents already
granted.
F o r searching purposes, the most Important patents are those of the United
States, Great Britain, Germany, and
France. Switzcrlancl and Austria come
next.
Dutch, Scaixlinavian, British
coloilial and Japanese printed specifications are less important, but not to be
forgotten. They arc given a ininor rating for two reasons: first, they are not
numerous, and second, inany of them are
cluplications from the larger countries.
T11c coimnon practice of patenting valuable invcntions in inany countries is responsible for much duplication.
T o the searcher, thc one vital feature
of patent publications is the inanner in
which they are classified or indexed The
'L'nitetl States Patent Office has a very
elabol-atc classification whicl~ is constantly being revised. I t is esscntially
a functional classification; that is, first
consideratioil is given to the function
performccl by a device and not to its
structural, physical or chen~icalfeatures.
T h e classification of a given patent is
based solely on the claims ; but there is a
system of copious cross references to
guide thc searchers Lo like patents in
other classcs and to matter appearing in
specifications but not in claims.
SearcI~ersin the United States Patent
Ofice have access to pigeonhole files of
printed specifications arranged according
to this classification. The Annual R e $art of t h e Conzuzissiower of Patents includes an i d e s of patentees and assignees, and a title index in m11ich"entries
are inade from the leading word of the
patent title. As a subject index, this is
worth hardly anything. Tim-efore, so
f a r as Patent Office publications are con-
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cerned, the scarcher inust rely on classification. This has its advantages, and
searching is greatly facilitated by the
cross references; but there is the inherent disadvantage of all classifications in
the fact that man). pntents arc capable
of being classified in morc than one way.
This compels the scarchcr to go through
all the subclasses in which his topic
might appear.
The British classificaiion is much
simpler. I t also is lasgcly functional, but
does not adhere strictly to that idea. To
search British patents solely by classes
would be coinparatively tedious ; but the
office has bccn diligent in provicling other
searching aids. These include the S u b ject Matter I ~ d c x ,going back to 1617;
the nuinbers prior to 1854 ai-e mostly out
of print and can be consultccl only in libraries. Thcn thcre is the Ftfty I-l'ars
S u b j e c t I ~ z d e x , from 1861 to 1910, in
two hundred and seventy-one pai-ts f o r
the two hmdred and scvcnty-onc subclasses. These may bc had at Gd. each.
From 1911 on there are annual subject
indeses, not classified; a i d in each current year quarterly sul)jcct intlcscs are
issued. An additional searching aicl is
the series of Illustl-atcd A bridg~rlc~z
t s of
Specifications. For cach of nine periods
from 1855 to 1908, thcse occupy one 11undred and forty-sis volu~ncscorrcsponding to the one hundred and forty-six
divisions of the old classification. The
revised classification is in two Iiuilclred
and scventy-onc pasts, so thcre are two
hundred and seventy-one voluilles after
1908. The period 1909-15 is complete ;
the periods 1916-20 and 1921-25 are still
in course of publication.
Classified
abi-idginents ai-e easier to search than
complete specifications; but thc limitations imposed by the necessary o~nission
of detail inust be duly consiclerecl.
The German classification is soincwhat
more elaborate than the British, but
much simpler than the American. I t has
been adoptecl by several patent offices in
the smaller countries. A translation appeared some years ago as a United States
government document ; and the British
Patent Orficc has published a ICcg to the
Classifications of t h e Patent Spccifications of F r a m e , Germany, Austria,
Netherlands, N o r w a y , Denmarh, S w e d e n
and Switzerland
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I n reviewing official journals (such a s by Payne in Chemical and Metallurgical
the United States Official Gazette) to Ewineering, Jan. 5, 1925, p. 17. ~t has
locate patents of probable interest, the about two million cards, showing all the
reviewer must keep in mind the universal occurrences of every chcmical substance
desire of inventors to get as much p1-o- inentloned in United States Patents from
tection as possible. This desire gives 1900 to date.
Chemical patents of the world are well
rise to the custon~of coucl~ingpatents in
general terms, in order to cover all the covered by Chemical Abstracts, and inground the Patent Office will allow. Thus, desed (in annual and decennial indexes)
a jointed doll becomes an articulated toy ; by patentees' riames and by subjects.
a vacuunl tube is an electron discharge Nuinber indexes are an additional feadevice; a child's scooter is a two-wheeled ture in British Clzcnzical Abstracts and
vehicle, etc. By reasons of this custom, in the Clzemisches Centralblatt. German
the specific purpose of a patent is often chcmical patents, from the beginning of
totally concealed in the title, and may be the German Patent Office in 1877, are
difficult or iinpossiblc to find in the treated in three large special compilaabridgment. Son~etimesthe illustration tions, and are indexed by numbers,
teHs the secret; or there may be a clue patentees and subjects in the annual a n d
in the name and business of the assignee, collective indexes of some of the German
or even in the inventor's address. Thus, cheniical periodicals. The best of the
a patent from Dcti-oit is likely to have an number indexes was published about a
autoilzolive slant; and one from Alcron year ago. I t lists, by number only, all
is almost sure to have sonic relation to the German patents mentioned in Wagrubber, oatmeal or fishing tackle. Whet1 ner's Jahresbcriclzt der Clwi~lischcltTtckthe official journal gives no clue, it be- nologie from 1878 to 1924.
comes necessary to refer to the printed
The largest of the three special coinspecificalion and drawings to ascertain pilations is by Friedlaender, on coal t a r
and its clerivatives. It gives the comthe specific nature of the invention
For some special fields of invention plete text of all German patents, with
there are unp~~blishecl
or unofficial guides cross references to foreign patents, on
which supplement the functions of the of- dycs, nlecliciries and other chemicals niade
ficial publications. Chemical technology from coal tar. Each classified group
is particularly well equipped in this re- has an introduction by the coinpiler. T h e
spect. I n the field of mechanical invcn- patents are indexed hy sub~ccts,patentees
tions, on thc other hand, the main re- and numbers, with a collective numcricd
liance must be placed on searcl~ingthe indcs of prccccling volunles 111 each of
classified spcciiications (or the inclcsctl the later volumes. 1701umc 14 was isabriclgmcnts) themselves. As pointecl sued I-ecently.
out by a former patent examiner, this
German patents in innrganic clicmistry
difference is a natural coilsequcnce of are sinlilarly treated by Rrnuer a n d
the inherent difficulty of searching chem- D'Ans. Of this worlc, three volun~es
ical patents which, ~nlilicmecl~anicalin- hnvc hccn pul~lislied and inore are t o
ventions, cannot be illustrated by draw- follo~v, Organic cliemical patcnts w r e
ings
collected 113' Wintlier for the pcriocl of
One of the principal aids to chemical 1877 to 1906, in a work comprising two
searching is to be found in the United v o l ~ ~ n ~ofe stext and one vol~uneof inStatcs Patent Office. This is the chem- dexes No later volumes ol Winther's
ical card index, started in 1899 by Dr. coinpilatiotl have bcen issued MechanA. E.Hill of the corps of examiners. ical inventions also receive some attention
It contains over a nlillion cards, froin in Gernlan publications, chiefly in Dingpatents and the gencral literatui-e of less Poly tcclal~isches Jowllo1 ( 1520 to
chen~istry,divided into a subject index date) and Rcptrtoriunt der Technisclw~z
and a formula index. Unfortunately it Joz~rllnl-Liturntw (IS23 to 1907). The
was discontinued in 1919.
latter was supported, from 1877 to 1907,
There is also the card index of E C. by the Gcrman Patent Office.
Reviews of the patent literature on
UTorclen, a consulting chemist of Milburn,
New Jersey This index was described many special topics may be found i n
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books and periodicals. Some of them are
quite comprehensive. Ellis, Sytztlzetic
Resins and Their Plastics, Hemming,
Plastics and Molded I?zsztlation, and Bedford and Winkelman, Systematic Surv e y of Rubber Chemistry a r e good
examples.
The searcher who can go t o the Patent
Office has every advantage. T h e large
and comprehensive library of the Patent
Qffice provides the necessary technical
literature and works of reference; com11;ete classified files of United States
patents are available; and there is a
nearly complete collection of the printed
specifications and official publications of
all the patent offices of the world. The
chemical card index has already been
mentioned. Experienced translators are
a t hand, to iron out difficulties with foreign patents, even 111 the uncommon and
lesser ltnown languages, A n d last but
not least, the searcher has a t his service
one of the leading technical librarians of
Amcrica. When a desired reference is
not to be found in the Patent Olfice, it
can generally be located in one of the
nunxl-ous scientific and technical libraries of government departments and
bureaus in Washington.
Excepting for the classified files of
United States-patents, searching facilitics
are nearly as good in and around New
Yol-I\: City. The New Yorli Public Library has the printed specifications of
several countries, and official journals of
several more. It also has a splendid reference library; and so have the Chemists' Club and the Engineering Societies.
Worden's chemical card inclex, previously
mentioned, is not far from New Yorlc
City.
Smaller patent collections may be
found in the public libraries of most
large cities, in some of the state libraries
and the larger universities, and in certain institutional librari'es.
Notable
among these are the collections of the
Frnnlilin Institute in Pldadelphia and of
the State 1-Iistorical Society in Madison,
Wisconsin In St. Louis, the Mercantile
Lilx-ary has some items not to he found
in the city's public library.
For
searches in which the required degree
of thoroughness demands actual examination of the classified files, the services
"From the Home Ofice, issued by t h e
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of professional searchers in Washington
are always available.
In conclusion, let it be said again that
patents form a vital part of the literature
of technology, and are cot to be neglected
when the previous knowledge in a given
subject is to be ascertained. The purpose of this paper has been to emphasize this point and to give some indication of the kind and amount of patent
literature available for consultation.

The Library "
By CLARENCEE. WOLFINCER
of

the

Federal Reserve Bank
If you want to learn about the running of a
bank,
The cubic feet of water in a hundred-gallon
tank,
The history of the budget or the facts regarcling oil,
The laws of Pennsylvania and the products
of its soil,
Why Leander swam the Hellespont, what dld
Philadelphians do
I n the war of civil strife between the Gray
and 131ue,

If you care to learn the English which we're
supposed to speak,
And you do not know the uscs or the place
producing teak,
The theory of exchanges or the history of the
mark,
Why the tanning of all leather needs a special kind of bark.
T h e part that clearing houses talce in every
business day,
How the banks received their lawful due and
how the debtors pay;
If you'd l1kc to have a copy of an all-important Act
Passed by our legislatures, o r would verify
some fact
Which has come to you from somewhere and
you're anxious to know more
About this subject matter than you ever knew
before,
The story of the income tax in all its complicaiions,
O r the history of our Nation's banks and all
the regulations ;

These desires can bc realized if you stop and
think a minute
Of the value of our Librarv and all the books
kept in it.
Your standing in the business world you
surely could improve ;
No longer would you stagnate or lie dormant in a groove.
Grasp this golden opportun~tywhich is here
within your call.
Know your Library ! Use it ! There's a welcome for you all.
Metropolltan L ~ f eInsurance Company.
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A Message From Denmark
By 0. Tyrogod, President,

Special Libraries Association of Denmark

They, as well as we, cannot forget the
abundance of its corn fields or the fragrance of its meadows of clover. A Danish poet once was abroad and in his
happiness over being born in Denmark,
he then exclaimed: "Denmark is a land
AM very sorry that I am not more very poor and small."
Yes, Denmark was very poor and
proficicni in your language. I wish
that I might pronounce it as you do, and small, and so it is today. When I come
that Americans with whom I talk might to your country; see your libraries larger
not always suspect that I am a foreig~ler. than our castles and churches; note your
However, I have in your country ex- library en~husiasm,listen in these meetperienced one splendid moment ; it was ings to your discussion of reseal-ch and
w11en an American-a nian in the street marketing and motion pictures; I a111 at
-answered me strictly as one American once impressed with the great developanswers anothes. I aslccd him the way ment which is to talic place there. I
to I-Iotel Chelsea. He did not notice my shall always cherish the impression of
pronunciation. He only answered say- what I have seen and heard; I shall remember it as long as the Lord will keep
ing, "I am deaf !"
Pcrmit me for a few nloincnts to fix my memory green.
Moved by this feeling, I sigh "Denyour attention upon my country and
mark is a land very poor and small!"
countrymen.
My native country, Denn~arli,bas a W e Danes were long backward in library
past of which I am sure all of you have spirit which is America's contribution to
some Itnowledge. It has sons, inany of humanity. Your A.L.A. movement,
whom are living and employed in your wliich I should call the great public licountiy. W e Danes belong to the race brary movement, began here just fifty
of Vikings, and were and always will years ago; more than thirty years later
bc fond of roanling abroad, but we never this movement came to Denmark as the
forget our own country 1101- its ancient Danish Library Association
culture. The memory of it sings i n our
I myself am a spccial librarian, and
blood whenever we meet something great am not exactly clear as to the developand admirable abroad.
ment of the Danish public libraries; but
Our coasts abouncl with reminclers of I know how fruitful this development
olden times. W e have gigantic tunluli has been. I need only recall for you the
and rune-stones, cities with histoi-ies of name of one, Mr. Steenberg who learned
a thousand years, and castles and here in America and under whose dichurcl~eshalf a n~illeniumold. Our two rection the Danish libraries have grown.
great libraries have tseasures collected Today our public libraries are as links
through three or four hundred years.
in a goldcn chain running urlbroken over
our
entire country; while the special liW e Danes are proud of all this. W e
arc pleased when we meet foreigners who bral-ies act as pioneers of the science of
Itnow of it, and wc ourselves love to tell the future.
of our country All will agrcc that it
I do not need to tell members of the
has a noble record.
S.L.A. that 1909, the year the Danish
Others than the Danes themselves also Library Association was formed, was the
find Denmark wonderful and heautr ful same year in which S.L.A. was beginning
hlany o i our readers will recall the earncst,
genial gentleman who attcnd~dour sessions
at Atlantic City and who, when called upon
to say a few words, modestly declrned. Prior
to his departure, we prevailed upon him to
put in writing a rncssage from Denmark. W e
are glad to give it place in our magazine.

I
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in America; but I thtnk it proper to say
that the S.L.A. had only fifteen years to
go, over in poor little Denmark. The war
destroyed very much indeed; but it has
also restored and built up. I recall here
only the ~vords"Putting Knowledge to
Wol-lc." I t was i n the year 1924 on the
anniversary of the founding of S.L.A.
that some Danish librarians met and
founded F.B.F. which translated into
English means Special Libraries Association of Denmarlc. These three letters
"F.B.F." are, for members of the Danish association, the real Sesame. You
know the story of the Sesame from the
Ar;dG~nNights.
If a member of F.B.F. goes to anotl~er
member; if he wishes cestain facts or
some booli the letters, F.B.F. are the
Sesame which opens every door; none is
closed. Manuscripts, clippings, clocuments, and reference books,-the holy of
the holies in the special library field all
are his.
The Danish Special Libraries Association has about thirty members, all librarians. You may think that it is not
seal denlocracy that the library assistants
are not adln~tted;but in our organization
it is not the persons but the libraries
themselves who are members, and consequently they are represented only by
their 1il)rarian~. Each library pays an
annual fee which is 1 per cent, of the
amount annually available for boolcs and
bindings.
I'u'ow what does this little Danish association d o ? I t aims to increase the
sizc and the value of the libraries represented and the efficiency of their staffs.
Perhaps I can explain it by descsibing
my own library. I t was started in 1835
but it was burned during the war. Many
dirty books were sent to the paper inill,
but new boolcs were procured to replace
t11e1+-boolis,
periodicals, patents, and
much more.
We index all our three hundred periodicals. Every article is noted, every title
is filed on cards for our filing cabinet,
and the article itself is filed under the
precise decimal notation indicated by the
extens~onof the Dewey System of the
International Institute of Brussels. By
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this means, we secure a real index to all
our periodicals so that at any time we
can give the reader not only old nlaterial
in texts books, but material only a few
days old from our newest periodicals.
Forlnerly we could not help the reader
who wished to have the newest infotmation for use at home, but now thanle
to the photostat, we can serve him
whether he lives near or far from the
library. W e can for a quarter or a half
dollar give him positives. H e pays little
for the service, but last year to our poor
little library in our poor little country,
readers paid for 2,035 photostats.
Let me now speak bbout illustrated
advertisements. The industrialist sees
one day an advertisement. Next week
he has forgotten it, but next inonth he
must have this illustrated advertisement
for now it has become for him a matter
of business or legal importance. He goes
to the industrial library, and thanks to
God he finds the illustrated advertisement indexed under the decimal number
which he uses in the research done in his
factory. I recall one case where an industrialist in Paris secured from our library photographs of illustrated advertisem,ents. These photographs he sent to
the judges who were considering his
case. H e won; and illy assistants and
I myse1.t' were as pleased as if it had
been we ourselves who had won the
case, or as if we had won first prize it1
a lottery!
Denmark is a little, poor country as I
have said, but you in great America now
see that in small and poor countries also
there is business to be clone ; judges to be
convinced, and cases to be won.
I for one had scen special libsary work
before I came here. I had learned it by
doing, and I have learned it fi-om you.
Now I have tried to speak to you in
your own language about your own work.
I beg you-my
teachers-rcceive
my
thadis. h little poor librarian from a
little poor country, I am here before the
highest tribunal ! I beg you, call me your
member, your associate, and I hope next
year to send the first result of the work
of my society, a union list of the periodicals on applied science in Copenhagen.
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The Wall Street Journal Library
By Florence Wagner, Librarian

T HE

W a l l Strcct Joztrnnl has again
outgrown its library quarters and
has been forced to move this time to
the third floor with sufficient space for
indefinite expansion.
I n 01-dcr to understand fully the library, a word must be said regarding
the Inquiry Department which worlcs
so closely with the library. This department has always been maintained but
not in its present enlai-ged form until
four years ago when the need of mtelligent, unbiased inforination for the investing public outside of Wall Street
district was fully realized. Then it was
decided that such a department could
be enlarged to serve the general public
and at the same time train the young
financial reporter.
Another fact which must not be overlooked is that the library is strictly financial in character but at the same time it
is also a newspaper library. Its first and
principal function is to make available
for the use of the staff and the public
the contents of the Wall S t r ~ c tJowtal.
This service was begun as early as 1903
in rather a crude manner, but in 1906,
the present method of filing was installecl.
The system is unique in that the clippings
are folded and pasted in scrapbooks, a
new set of books being used each year.
The books are roughly classificd as to
banks, liograpl-~y,crops, industrials, public utilities, railroads, and n~iscellaneous.
All our subject matter naturally falls
into this subjcct range. Uilder each
classification, space is left for itcnis of
each company. For instance clippings
on the General Motors Corp. are classified under the subject autoinobiles in the
general section of industrials and are
filed chonologically. Just preceding the
clippings on specific automobile companies is filed the inaterial on the general subject automob~les. I n this manner the investigator is able to correlate
all the information on the subject.
Clippings of a general but of more
ephemeral value are kept in vertical files.
Here are separated, the biographical and
geographical material, and the rest are

filed in the miscellaneous. This file is
conlposed of clippillgs f roln other metropolitan newspapers and periodicals. Another file of growing inlerest is that of
corporations and individuals engaged in
fraudulent stock selling schemes. These
clippings are closely indexed, for one
never knows under what name the fraud
will crop up. I t is widely used for it
seems to be thc axiom of the general
public to invest and investigate afterward-oftentimes
to theis sorrow.
Besides preserving a classificd record
of the paper in its scrapbooks, the library
considers the preservation of its bound
volunles a most important work. The
newspaper files now total about two hundred and twenty-five bound volumes of
the Wall Strcct Jounml, complete since
the founding of the paper in 1889; eighty
volumes of the Boston Ncaus Bureau, beginning with voluine five in 1889; and
six volumes of Bnrron's which commenced publication in 1921.
In addition to the files of the PVall
Strcct J O Z W I Z a~ , collection of approsimately five thousand books and pamphlcts oil gcileral refel-ence and financial
subjects is maintained. These volumes
consist largely of encyclopedias, almanacs, biographies, dictionaries, financial services and many reports and pamplilcts issued by the government on economic and illdustrial concl~tioils.
Pcrhaps among the most inteiesting
I>001is are the carly congressional investigations of railroads in the Unlted States.
Particularly interesting is a report of the
W a r Department made in 1853-55 of the
exploration and survey to ascertain the
most practicable and econoinical route
for a railroad f rom the Mississippi Riveito the Pacific Ocean. This report IS published in twelve volun~esand IS profusely
illustrated with colored plates It covcss
a botanical survey, a zoological survey, a
geological survey in addition to a detailed description of the country, of the
Indians and their customs. The library
also boasts of railroad reports which extend as far back as 1583 in the case of
the Lake Shore Sr Michigan Sotttl~ern
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Railroad, to 1884 for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 1855 f o r the Illinois
Central and the Canadian Pacific.
T h e reference work in a library open
to thousands of subscribel-s, in addition
to thosc within the organization, is heavy
T o give an idea of the range of inquiries
which are received daily in the library in
addition to the usual queries asking investment advice, we note a few striking
examples : Give a list of profit-sharing
schemes and express in your opinion
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which is the best; the width of Wall
Street at its widest and narrowest points;
the amount of United States capital invested abroad in 1914 and toclay and the
amount of British capital invested in the
United States in 1914 and today; who in
your opinion will win thc Woi-ld Series
this year; the batting average of a certain player in the last World Series; a
list of out of town buyers in New Yoi-k;
investments of Harvard University, and
intricate questions on income taxation.

International Documentation

M

R. DENYS P E T E R MYERS, cor-

Fillding D O C Z I ~ C
will
I ~be~ helpful
S,
to

responding secretary and librarian,
World Peace Foundation, who cliscussecl
"International Docun~entation;Its Classification and Purpose" at the November
meeting of the Special Libraries Association of' Boston, gave a lucid explanation
of the classification system he has devised for the varied publications of the
League of Nations, of which the World
Peace Fouildation is the American a p t
and representative. Mr. Myers has been
interested for twenty years in the foreign
offices of the world, and h e explained his
early efforts to get adequate and accurate
information about their activities. News
despatches and special articles in inagazines werc not satisfactory, and not until
he got hold of official docun~entsdid he
get tangible results. I t was this esperience, he explained, which led hiin to
study official documents and to create a
classification of them. H e has now
worked out a classification scheme for all
the publications of the League of Nations, covering relations with the nations
of the world in a variety of ways.
I t is desirable to I~IIOW son~ethingof
the mechanism of an organization, and
the relation of a bureau to a department, stated Mr. Myers, to properly
handle its clocui~~ents,
to classify t h m ,
and to get them when wanted. He said,
"The first scheme we tried in this matter did not prove satisfactory, and the
present scheme is not altogethel- satisfactory, but is worlcable." The statement which appears on page 62 of catalog number 8 of publications issued by
the League of Nations, entitled Hints on

anyone who has need to use thesc publications. There you will Sncl a s!.stem
of Konlan numeration under which the
documents arc classified. And it is well
to bear in mind the fact that an ollicial
document at Geneva passes through several csistenccs. For instance, a corninission or a coininittee issues a proposal,
perhaps it is a single shcet, and it 1s indexed as such. W l ~ c n it has passccl
from that commission or coinillittee to
the council, for instance, it bccomes a
couilcil clocument and it is indesecl as
such, and so it acquires a different
status with thc action of each separate
body upon it.
The real publishing of thc League, in
aclclition to what has been dealt with,
emanates irom sections of the Secsetariat engagcd in priillary business of the
organization. These sections may be regarded as authors and are iclcntifiable
at present by Roinan numerals running
from I to XIII, appearing last in the
document number. These Roman numerals are the best practical criterion
for cataloging and shelf listing. It can
be seen from the catalogs that they automatically bring together cognate material.
The list follows : Aclministi-ative Commissions, I ; Economic and Finance, 11 ;
Health, I11 ; Social, I V ; Legal, V ; hlandates, V I ; Political, V I I ; Transit, V I I I ;
Permanent Advisory Commission, Milltai-y, Naval and Air, 1); ; Finances of the
League, X ;Advisory Coinmittee on Traffic in Opium, XI ; International Bureaus,
X I I ; Refugee Questions, XIII.
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Worthwhile Book Lists
At the recent meeting in Boston, held
jointly by the Massachusetts Library Club and
by the Library Association of Boston, the subject of the opening session was "Reviews of
Recent Books." Seven speakers took part in
the discussion and a manifold subject list of
bibliography covering the subject matter of
the various speakers was distributed at the
meeting. W e only regret that limited space in
SPECIALLIBRARIES
prevents the publication of
these tine lists.
The lists, with one exception, contained no
author's mark, but the context indicated the
proper grouping.
"Library Science Books of 1926" were discussed by members of the staff of the Simmons College School of Library Science. The
material is grouped by sources; books issued
by the A.L.A.; by the Wilson Co.; Ly F.W.
Faxon Co.; and from other sources. Appended were lists of new, interesting library
bulletins and periodicals.
A limited number of bibliographies on library science were appended and new volumes
by Eric G. Millar on "English Illuminated
Manuscripts" and William Dana Orcutt on
book collecting under the heading "Just for
Pleasure" were listed.
A selected list of "Biographies of 1926" was
presented by Mr. Galen W. Hill Miss Alice
M. Jordan gave the titles of twenty-five new
children's books. RIr. Leslie T . Little grouped
his fiction list in an unusual way as alrcady
noted in thc report of the joint meeting. UIIder five separate headings, Mr. Little noted
one hundred and sixty-three novels of various degrees of excellence.
Mr. Frank H. Chase presented a supplementary list of books similar to that prepared
for the Massachusetts Library Club in Junc,
1926. H e found over forty titles worthy of
inclusion in this list.
Book selection under such guidancc cannot
help but be of service to the average librarian.

Personally the books by which I have profited most have been those in which profit was
a by-product of the pleasure; I read them because I enjoyed them, and the profit came in
as a part of the enjoyment.-THEODORER o o m
VELT.

LIBRARIES

Rubber Technology
A bibliography of Rubber Technology has
bcen prepared by the Rubber Committee of the
Special Libraries Association. The seven sections cover developments during the years
1924, 1925 and the first half of 1926.
Section I. Lates and Raw Rubber, '(In
progress) compiled by Elizabeth Wray,
librarian, Unitcd States Rubber Company.
Section 2. Compounding Ingredients, including Organic Accelerators, compiled by
Edith L. Shearer, librarian, Westcrn Union
Telegraph Company.
Section 3. Physics of Rubber, including Physical and Mechanical Testing, compiled by
Edith L. Shearer, librarian, \Vestern
Union Telegraph Company.
Section 4. Chenlislry of Rubber, including
Chemical Analysis, cotnp~ledby Edith 1.,
Shearer, librarian, Western Union Telegraph Company.
Section 5. ;Ilanulacturing Mcthods and Devices, (In progrcss) compiled by Josephine A. Cushman, librarian, Bierce Library, Nunicipal University 01 Akron.
Section 6 Synthetic Rubber and Rubber Substitutes, compiled by Julian F. Smith,
technical librarian, B. F.Goodrich Company.
Section 7. Reclaiming Rubber, compiled by
Rose L. Vorinelker, librarian, White hlotor Company.
The price is $3.00 for the complete sct.
Separate secliom may be obtamed at 50 cents
each. Apply to Miss Edith L. Shearer, Room
2208, 195 Broadway, New York City.

The old-time librarian was proud and complacent in his possession of books. The present-day librarian smiles at this barren conception and bases his prick on the number of
books distribuied and the number of readers
enrolled. Thc librarian of tomorrow will look
on both conceptions as about equally crude and
unworthy and will base his pride on the aid
his library can give in making the use of books
a means 01 positive educational and cultural
advance.
Many progressive libraries are now feellr~g
their way toward this newer and more dyllamic
idea of library service.-From an editorial in
Nezu York Libraries.
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Editor's Desk
L A N S are under way for the forthcoming convention at Toronto, Canada,
which will occur in the week beginning June 20, 1927.
W e take pleasure in announcing that Miss Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, librarian
of the Standard Statistics, New York, has accepted the chairmanship of the program committee. Either Mr. Francis E. Cady, our president, or Miss Cavanaugh
will welcome any suggestions concerning the forthcoming convention.

P

I n the next issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
we will print sonle preliminary announcements of the conference.

*

*

*

E A T H has claimed several librarians during the past year. The career of
Miss Eva S. Gardner, head of the business branch of the Providence Public Library, was ended by an unfortunate accident which caused her untimely
death.
Miss Caroline M. Hewins, over fifty years as librarian at Hartford, Conn.,
passed away in November, 1926. Miss Hewins had a wide circle of friends
among librarians: was a keen lover of young people and a vivid interpreter of
I~OOICS.

D

The passing of another librarian, Henry N. Sanborn, came at a coinparatively youthful age. Mr. Sanborn held fine promise in the field and had made
good in evely position he had held. H e had reccntly assumed charge of the
Bridgeport Public Library.

*

*

*

PECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION O F BOSTON has led off in the
S
movement for closer association with the national body, for at the meeting
of the association on December 27, it was voted that, beginning with January 1,
1927, payment of annual dues shall be made in accordance with the new schedule
of membership fees adopted by the executive cominittee of the national body.
This means that members who heretofore have been mcmbers only of S.L.A B.
now become associate members of the national body, Special Libraries Association,
as well as members of S.L.A.B , without additional cost. Under the new plan
the national body will finance the local association, and all special librarians are
brought together in the national body.

As we go to press word comes that the Special Libraries Association of
Southern California has endorsed the new plan of organization. Handicapped
by long distance, this local association has displayed a wonderful spirit of cooperation.

*

*

*

As an innovation we present on our back cover, under the heading "Six Leading Business Books," the announcements of six prominent publishers all of whom
specialize in books purchased by special librarians. Each 111011th this copy will
be changed and new volumes from the presses fea~urcclby the publishers.
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THE

Rending with a Purpose series, issued by the American Library Association has been a great success. Over two hundred thousand copies havc
been circulated througl~outthe country and libraries have made liberal use of
these valuable little boolclets and given their distribution publicity in varied ways.
Part of the reading matter has been displayed on bulletin boards; notices havc
beell placed in diplomas of high school graduates. The painphlets have also
been shown at country fairs, automobile shows and various expositions; public
book talks based on the books recommeilded in the courses have been given;
also talks about the courses before women's clubs; various men's clubs, parentteacher associations and other organizations.

recent report of the secretary of the American Library Association is a
inarvelous record of achievement. His summary contains some intcrestiilg
statements. The membership is rapidly approaching ten thousand; the income
exceeds $400,000, and the permanent endowlllents amount to $1,143,000; nearly
one hundred people are enlployecl by the association in Chicago, St. Louis, Washington, Pl~iladelphiaand Paris. The record for 1926 is filled with significant
accomplishn~ents. The plans for 1927 and future years are wortlly of a great
organization cndcavoring to develop good library service throughout the country.
We wish them all success in their unclertalcings and a fine 1-ecorcl of accomplishment for the coming year.

THE

T HE

4th conference of the Association of Spccial Libraries and Infornmtion
Bureaux, will be held at Cambridge, England, froin Septenlbcr 16-19, 1927.
These dates are subject to revision. I t is to be hoped that any menlber of the
Special Libraries Associatioll who is planning to be in England during the autumn,
will arrange to attend the conference at Cambridge and meet some of oui
British confrkres.

Further announceinent regarding this conference will be given in the columns of SPECIALLIBRARIES.
The schedule of fees adopted by the national body, Special Libraries Association, provide for three classes of members as follows: Associate members,
without right to vote, and without the magazine, $1.00: individual membership,
LIwith full voting privilege and a year's subscription to the magazine, SPECIAL
nnaaras, $5.00; institutional menlbel-ship, $15.00.

The Chicago number, issued in January, 1926, and the California ~mmber,
issued in June, 1926, are out of print. Any subscriber possessing a spare copy
would confer a favor upon the editor by returning either issue to the State Library
at Providence.
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Library and Research
"A National Program of Forest Research,"
prepared by Earle H. Clapp, has recently
been published by the Atnerican Tree Association, Washington, D.C., as the Report o f

a Special Cowwrittee o n Forest Kescarclz o f
the Washington Section of the Society o f
I t is a volunle of 232
A ~ n e ~ i c aForesters.
u
pages.
The Labor Rcsearch Dcpartmcnt, of the
Rand School of Science, has presented the
initial number of the Indcz- t o Labor Pcriodicals The preparation of this list is by
Elsa M Allen, librarian.
Xrs. Eva Thayer Shively, l~brarianof the
Bureau of Home Economics, United Statcs
Department of Agriculture, has recently completed a bibliography on Footwear which will
later bc mimeographed. She also has under
way thrce other bibliographies on homc economics subjects. In order to avoid possihle
duplicat~on,she would be very glad to know
whether any of the agricultural collcges have
done or are doing any b~bliograph~cal
work
on home economics subjects.

through the generosity of the Carnegic Corporation, on Filth Avenue, New York Gty.
The library contains one hundred and forty
thousand volumes and one hundrcd thousand
pamphlets and is located in thc new building
with ample room for expansion. T h c public
reading room, a large one on thc third floor,
seats one hundred and eight persons. The
library also has adequate facilities for its
perwl~cals, transactions and test books. A
photostat is also i~icludedin the library equiprncnt.
The Smithson~anInst~tution recently came
into possession of the botanical library of
Captain John Donnell Smith of Baltimore.
I t is consiclcred the most valuable g i f ~cvcr
made to thc illstitdon and is being placed
in the Sm~thsonian under the dircctior~ of
Captam Smith, who, at the aclva~icetlagc of
97, still takes an active inlercsl in botanical
matters. T h e Library includcs books of extreme rarity, especially volu~ncs rclatmg to
trorxal plants. Thc gift also includcs a s11perb plant collect~on from Central Atncrica,
China, T ~ b e t ,Syria and other countries.

A recent agreement bctwcen thc Boston
The Cahfornia Developmerit Association of
h
l
~ l i cLibrary and I-Iarvard U ~ i i v ~ r s i i\vill,
y
San Francisco have ready for distr~butiona
32-page catalog of Resenrch Auer~ziesin Cali- it is claimed, create the grcatcst busincss iiforilia. This catalog will list one hu~~ilrcd brary in ~ h cworld.
Thc t~cwGeorge F. Baker Library, the cenand fifty fact-find~ngagencies wh~charc thc
now
sources of all economic data with refercnce tral st111cture in the group o l bu~lclit~gs
~ ~ c a r i complet~on
r~g
on thc D o s l o ~s~d c of Lhc
to the state.
Charles Rivcr, for the Harvard Graduate
Peat, a Coiltribz~tionToward a Bibliography School of Business Administration will conof the A m r i c a n Literatwe Through 1925, tain this grcat collection of books, records
cornpled by Alice C. Atwood, bibhographical and pamphlets.
assistant in the Bureau of Plant Industry
The new l h r a r y will c o m b i ~ ~all
c [he vulLibrary, has been issued in mimeographed umes relating to busmess in the Boslon Pubform by the hbrary of the Department of lic Library, all ~ h cmaterial containccl In he
Agriculture as Bibliographical Contribution I-Iarvard Business Library and the archives
No. 12. The bibliography comprises 95 pages. of the Boston Historical Socicty. This
I t is arranged in classified form and has an brmgs together a collcction of about onc hunauthor and subject index. The brbl~ography dred and firty thousand volumes, the great
was prepared at the request of the Ameri- bulk of which has been obtained in the last
can Peat Society.
seven years.
The library becomes a branch of thc 130sThe New York Academy of Medicine re- ton P u b l ~ cLil-rrary and is open to evcry c ~ t i cently occupied its new building, erected zen of the ~nunicipality desiring to use it.
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Foreign Field
Madam L. Hafflcin Hamburger, director, institute for library science, All-Union Lenin
Memorial Library, Moscow, Russia, was a
delegate to thc 50th Anniversary Conference
of the Amer~can Library Association a t Atlantic City. In an article printed III Libraries
for December, Madam Hamburger describcd
the l~brarlesin the Soviet Union.

M a n c l ~ e s i eGziardian,
~
issued o n October a,
1926, a Civic Week number. T h e group of
articles about nianches~er covcrcd a w d e
range of industry and commerce. Under the
heading "As Othcrs See Us," Mr. Christopher
Morley gives his impression from an American angle.
Thc World Federation of Education Associations will hold its third General hlecting
at Toronto, Canada, from August 7-12, 1927.
I t is estimated that five thousand pclsotls
will attend thc meeting with delegates iron1
all parts of the world. The speakers may
use the language of their choice and intcrpreters will be provided.
Locarno, of recent fame, will bc ihc nlceling place of The Fourth Internat~onal Conference of the New 1.3ducation Fellowship
during the pcriod from August 3-15, 1927.
Thc gcncral thcme will be "Thc T r u c hleiulins oi Frecclom in Education." T h e organizing sccretalies arc located at I I Tavistoclc
Square, London, \\'.C.I.England.
The report of the Boonc L ~ h r n r y Scl~ool,
located at IVuchang, Ch~na,is an cscellent
esanlple 01 library development in the
Oricntnl world. IYith the inauguration 01
the Library Associalion 01 China, in Pclcing,
June 2, 1925,a, nc\v era in tllc developmcnt
of libra~icsin China was bcgu11 and thc nced
o f trained, modern librarians becamc a matter of incrcnsing importance. The scliool is
directed by a Board of Councillors consisting of twclve Chinese mcmbcrs a n d nine
American members, iricludiilg distinguislicd
Ilb~arians,the chairman of the Committee f o r
Promotion of Library Development in China
and the executive secretary of a Church
Periodical Club.

"Agr~cultural Research in 1925" states the
Agriczdtzcral Library Notes issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture Library, is the title of a thick pamphlct issued
by the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
T h e prcfacc, signed by the chairman of the
Rcsearch Committee of the Society, says: "The
Committee came unanimously to the conclusion that there was a need for a new publication wliich would record year by year, in
a concisc form and in language easily understood by the non-scientific but practical man,
all the results of research work carried out,
not only in B r ~ t a ~ but
n , in other patts of the
world in so f a r as it has a bearing on agricultural practice at home. Rcsults both
those of present importance a d those
definitely negative, should be included and
the volume should be planned to be ol value
alike to the practical farmer, to the County
Agricul~uralOrganiser, and to those engaged
in the education of agricultural students.
Further, so that the publicat~on might be of
service to investigators in future ycnrs as a
book of reference, ample reference should be
proviclccl showing from what journals, bulletins, and other sources the information had
bccn dl-awn." Thc report is divided into the
following scven sections, each in charge of a
s p c c ~ a l ~ s lCrops
:
and Plant-Brecding; Dairy
1-Iuslmntlry; Agricultural Econon~ics;Agr~cul~ L Ia1
I
Enginccring ; Animal Nutrition ; Soils
and Manures ; Veterinary Science The agricultural lil~rarianshould find it of usc as giving readablc summaries of many of the recent devclolm~cnts In agricultural science.
Thcre is no index but each scct~onis hcadcd
by a Iist of contents. A cr~tlcnl bibhographer's eye will note that the litcrature lists
at the end 01 each section have not been
brought into any uniformity In some cases
Roman nun11)ers arc uscd ior volurucs and 110
page numbcrs are given. In some cases the
volume nutnber is givcn in Arabic black-face,
followccl by pages, in others the author is
given first, and in still others the title, and
it is ncccssary to look back in the text 10
find the author's name. In one list thcrc 1s
reference to Sizidies in the Biological Scie?~ccs
with no statenlent of the publishing body.
However, the references seem to bc generally
inLelligible, which is, after all, the most iniportant point.
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T h e Institut Colonial at Marscdle plans
to print on cards its catalog of technical and
agricultural tro])ical literaturc of all CoUlltries. This bibliography will include books,
memoirs and reports of c s p e r ~ m c nstatlons,
~
scientific institutions and burcaus, and leading
articles in period~cals,cor~cerrungthe production, colnlnerce and induslrial use of tropical
products. Thus the subscriber will bc informed of the works on these sLlbjccts as
they appear and
c a I ~ swill be an addition to the catalog of the subscriber's 11-
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brary. These cards will be sold for 15 centimes each, plus cost of postage, and will be
sent ollce a week. A first deposit of 100 francs
will be told
is asked of the subscriber,
when this alnount is exhausted, A list of
and
mill be sent
on request. Checks and rnolley orders should
be made to the order of the Inst~tutColonial
de Marse~lleand sent to the address "Institut
Colonial, Parc Amable-Chanot, Marseille,
France."

Associations
The Jamary mectings wcrc notc\vorthy in
many respects. Thc 13oslun Association hcld
a tnu-day session w t h thc -\~nssacl~us~.tts
Lih l a ~ yC lub with a wide gruup oi spcalws on
many intcrcslmg top~cs.
Tllc Nc\v Y t ~ ~ Association
li
also met on
r.
lliurstlny, January 20, w ~ t ha groul~of finc
ncldrcsscs. \\ e pnnt in nnothcr colunln Mr.
BruGrc's delightful address.
lieports from Grcxt Britain indicate Ilourishing ~ r o w l hof A.S.L.1.U
Great Britain
Thc Associat~on of Spccisl Libraries and
Infor~nationBorcaux of Grcat Britain has announccd as one of its first activities the compilation 01 a directory of sourccs oE specialized
iniormation in Great Britnm alitl Ireland. The
gcneral editorship of this important work has
been entrusted to hir. G. I?. 13ar1vick, lale
Keepcr of Printed Boolis at tlie Br~tislihluseum. Mr. Barwick's scholarship and long
espcriencc will be valuable for such a task.
T h c Council ol the Association has also appointed Miss E. S. Durlad, who has had extensive service in conncction with the Board
of Education and thc hfmistry of I-Iealth and
is at prescnt in charge or the library of the
Ministry of Health. Preparation of the volume will start in~mecliatelyand it is anticipated
that the publication will be ready for printing
bcfore mid-summer in 1927 The volu~neis
l~ul~lisl~ecl
with the assistance of the Carnegie
Utiitcd IGngdom Trust. Copy of the questionnaire sent oul Ly Air Barwick is on file
with tlie eclitor of SPECIAL
LIBRAIUES
T h c Association of Specla1 Librar~cs and
Tnformation BLIIe m s , London, is making rapid
strides in developing its organization. A list
of members up to December I, 1926, shows a
striking growth in institutional members.

Practically all of the important research assoclaliotis of Great Britain llave idenlified
thcmselves with the organ~zation.
Includcd In thc list arc thc Br~tishEroadcasting Co., 1,td.; Carnegic Un~tctl Kingdom
Trust ; Chr~stian Scicncr l l o n i ~ o, ~l<urrrllc;\Il
Burcnu; Education Guild o t tircat 13ritnin ant1
Ircland; I-Iorace I'lunlcc1t I:ountlniior~ ; Joir11
Standmg Committee on Library C'o-opc~.;ttio~l
;
L~nneanSociety of London; National T2iberal
Club; Prussian State Library; Reform Clu11,
Rural Industries Bureau and Union of Post
Oflice Workers.

*

*

*

Mr. Guy W. Keeling, secretary of
A S L.I.B., in a recent letter stated that it is
their p~uposc to co-operate fully with other
related bodies. I t is not proposcd to set up
any central repository of information, but
rather to develop a channel through which
any enquiring member may be put into direct
touch with tlw appropriate sourcc. It will
speak for the reader and user of the books
rather than f o r the librarian.
On the datc of January I, 1927, the association was incorporated "as a company not
for profit and limited by guarantee."
We wish our sister organ~zation all SUCcess in its future development.

Boston
Special Libraries Association of Boston
voted at ~ t sDecember meeting to adopt the
recommcndations regarding membership fccs
in Special Libraries Association, as recommendecl by the Executive Committee of the
National Association.
The meeting was held in the Congregation
Library on December 27, 1926, and was preceded by supper at the Y.W.C.A. Miss Margaret Withington, president, reported on her
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trip to New York, to attend the meeting of
the National Executive Committee on December I, and then called upon William Alcott,
a member of the Executive Committee of the
Boston and the national associations, to explain in dctail the new scale of membership
fees and their effect on the local association.
Messrs. I). N. Handy and Lewis A. Armistead took part in the discuss~on which lollowed. Mr. Arinistead moved that the payment o i the annual dues of members of
Special Libraries Association of Boston, beginning January I, 1927, should be made in accordance with the new schedule of membership fees adopted by the Executive Committee
of Special Librarics Association. This motion was unanimously adopted.
After the business meeting the association
was entertained with a delightful reading of
"An Unpublished' Manuscript of Mr. Dooley,"
by IVinthrop H. Chenery, chief of the Special
Libraries Department o i the Boston Public
Library.
Spec~alLibraries Association of Boston held
its January meeting w ~ t hthc hiassachusctts
L~braryClub, In a two-days' scssion, on January 20 and 21, at tllc h~lassacliusctts State
House, Boston, and the program was both
helpful and entertaining.
AIcmbcrs of
S.L.A.B. looilled large on the program, and
the presiclcrit of hl.L.C., Frank 13. Chase, rcference librarian O F the Boston Public Library,
is an act~vcmember of SL.A.B T h e attendance of all librarians mas nearly six hundred.
Scssions began on Thursday alternoon, f ollowed by a dinner mceting at the Ncw Uuiversity Club in thc cvcnlng, and scssions on
Friday forcnoon and afternoon. A l t e r that
thc conFercncc clividcd into two scctiolis, so
that a total of six sessions wcrc held.
Thc sul)jcct for the opening scssion was
"Reviews oi Rcccnt Books." ancl m e n
spcakers contr11,utcd to the 'discusslon. A
helpful f~atrlrco l this scssion was the ])reparat ~ o nand distribution o l bibliographies of the
lists discussed. bliss June R. Donaelly, director of Simmons Collegc School of Library
Science, spoke on "Librarians' Prolessional
Books," and Iurther explanations of the same
things were added by Miss Florence T . 13lunt
and Miss &Iary E Ilyde, both of the Simmons library school; Galen W. I-Iill of the
Thomas Crane Public Library of Quincy,
spoke on : "Notable Biographies ;" Miss Alice
M. Jordan, supervisor of work with children,
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of the Boston Public L i b r a ~ ~spolte
,
c)n
twenty-five children's books of the ycar ; 1-cslie T. Little, librarian of thc Waltham P u b
lic Library, submitted lists of the scason's
fiction classified in an unconventional way,
as "good enough for
"books tllat
demand con side ratio^^," books rccorn~nc~~tletl
for the exceptiollal rcader, ~nystelystories, and
finally a list i o r t l x grcat mass of readers
who want "stories." Frank H. Chase concluded the symposium with commetlts on new
reference books sincc the Plymouth meeting
last June.
Despite that interesting discussion, the
notable featlire of the alternoon was the address by Edward A. whit mat^, a Uoston altorney and expcrt in copyright law, who spoke
on "The Law o i Copyright," ancl a[terward
answered questions lrom the floor.
The dinner meeting at the New Univcrsily
Club was attended by more than two hurldred. Professor Willianl Stearns Davis of
the University of Minnesota, read a papcr on
"New Light on the Outbrcak of thc World
War," and Eugene Cowles, basso, lor~nerly
of the Bostonians, sang two groups of so~ljis.
Edwin LV. Gaillard, special it~vcstigator o f
the New York Public Library, was the first
speaker at thc Friday n i o r n i ~ ~session,
g
and
he told thc strange story of the worlc o l that
great library in thc rcalm o l library thclls,
under the title of "The C r ~ m ~ n aAbuse
l
of
Lil~raries."
The spealccr is a nicmbei- o l the police iorcc
of New Yorlc City and has m:rdc a sl~ccial
study of criminal law I-Ic cliscusscd thc 1110lives aciu:itmg thc Lhcft o i buoks-Lhe volumcs stolen from the lil~rary and Lhc m i n icntional thcfts duc to loss o l library cards
and olhcr causes H e also discussed thc IISC
of privale marks and corlcs placcd in lhc books
and thc ncccssity of employing lor crin~edcicction, persons who would use lil~rnry 1:rnguagc. The Borlou Trauscript clcvoted a column to Xlr. Gnillarcl's intcrcsti~igaddrcss.
Mrs. Lewis Jerome Joll~iso~itolcl o l the
worlc o l thc Lcague of Nations Non-Partisan
Association as all aid to libraries, and hlrs.
George Richmond Fearing told of thc worlc
of the hlerchant 1Iarinc Library Associalion.
Anoilier syn~posium on "Union I'criodical
Lists," featured thc morning scssion. Ckorgc
H . Evans, I~brarian01 thc Somc~villePublic
Library, clescr~bcdthe Boston Bocgenlot List,
made u p of books reviewed by a group nf
suburban 1ibr:~rians for co-operalive usc;
George Winthrop Lce, lil~rarian o l SLone Sr
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Webster, described the union list in preparation f o r many ycars by the Boston Public
Library, under the supervision of Mr. Homer,
a n d of the union list of material in downiown Boston libraries, a copy of which is in
charge of Miss Eaton at the Federal Reserve Bank; T. Franltlin Currier, of the Harvard College Library, told of thc valuable
Wilson Union list, and Waltcr B. Briggs, also
of the Harvard Collegc Library, spokc of
available newspalxr files extending from thc
earliest period III the Boston district.
A t the Friday afternoon session, Charles
F. D. I3clclcn, chairman of the hlassachusetts
Free Public Library Commission, told of the
work of that commission, the first of its kind
in the country, slnce its organization thirtyseven years ago The club voted to appoint
a committee to seck incans to enlarge its work.
MISS Alice bl. IG~kpatrlck, instructor in
thc library school of the New Yorlc Statc
Tcachcrs' College, descr~bed the systcin of
t ~ a v e l l i l ~libraries
g
of New York state.
At the scction devoted to the subjcct of
work among thc forcign born, bliss Edna
Philhps contlucted a round table on catalogIng forcign books, and a discussion lollowecl
on the ~)i-oble~~is
of getting the books promptly
into the hands 01 reader;.
A t the section f o r trustees, Professor Robert
E.12ogers oC the hlassachusctts Institute of
Technology, spoke on "The Challenge of hfodern Litcsature," in which he made a plea for
a more tolcrant hearing for the so-called
radical author. J u l ~ u shl. Lucht, librarian 01
the Newton Frce Library, discussed the problem of young people and discipline in the
library.

*

*

*

T h e course of lectures in l~brarymethods,
by Xiss Lorainc A. Sullivan of the Boston

Public Library, undcr the auspices of the
Co~nmitiee on Education of S.L.A.B., began
auspiciously on Rf onday evening, Januai y 3,
with an attendance of thirteen
The class
meets f o r one hour, at 6:30, on successive
hIontIay evenings, at room 252 Y hl C.A
Budding, 316 Huntington Avenue. Any one
jnterestcd in this hclpful course in library
practice should cornmunicatc with l,Iiss Sul1i\.a11, the leader, or with Mr. F. A. Mooney,
cha~rmarl of the Committee on Education,
Dcnnison i\Lanufacturing Company, Fralnlngham, Mass.
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New York
The Great Hall of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York was the
scene on January 20, 1927, of the ~ o i n tmeeting of the New York Library Club and the
New York Special Libraries Association. The
Great Hall is a magnificent room, with its
portrails of leading business men covering the
walls. Its charming dignity seemed a fitting
place f o r the meetlng.
Mr. William L. DeBost, president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the State of New
York, welcomed the association and expressed
a wish that another meeting will bc held in
thc specious Great Hall. H c pomtcd out that
the Chamber of Commcrce functions not f o r
states or citics alone but as a nationvide organizatlon
Miss Josephine A. Rathbone, vice-dlrecLor
of Pratt Institute, outl~nedin a most comprehcnsivc manner the story of libraries, touching on thc organization of the New York Library Clu11 and the establishmeni of public,
school and special l~brarysystems She g a w
statistics on the number of volumes and clrculation in the early days of libraries and
compared them with present day iigurcs.
The nest spcakcr, Henry Bru$re, 3rd vicepresident of the hictropolitan Life Insurance
Company, chose as h ~ stop~c"L~braryService
f o r thc Business Mcn." We present this address as the leading article in this issue, His
illuminating comnients on the business l~brary
and its relation to the business world were
appreciated.
Philadelphia

A joint mecting of The Pennsylvania Library Club and the Special Libraries Councd
of Philadelphia and Vicinity was hcld lio11day ccening, January 10, 1926, at the Philadelphia Chambcr of Commerce. IIr, Joseph
Wood Jr. delivered an illustrated adclrcss on
"Petra; thc Mystery City of thc Arabian
Dcsett." Twelve different schools ot archacology have as many explanations for the
existence of the inysterious City of Pctra,
now entirely unoccupied One opmion is that
it was founclcd by the descendants of Esau.
Undoubtedly it was inhabited by a racc or
cliff dwellers.
Petra is situated, Alr. Wood s a ~ d ,in what
might be called a pocket in the mountains,
and niay be entered only through a narrow
gorge, which becomes more and more narrow
and overhanging until it appears more like a
tunncl than a gorge. In its early days the
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locatioti of Petra made it important as a
commercial center, because ~t was on the direct trade route between Egypt and Persia.
Various explanations are given for the fact
that Pctra is no longer inhab~ted;the most
likely reason bemg that the other c~tics,rlsing in commcrcial importance, overshadowed
Petra. Some authorities believe that the
entire population may have hecn killed or carried into captivity by powerful ne~ghbors.
The native tribes of Arabs living near the
deserted city, have many superstitions regarding it. Generally visitors are not allowcd to
enter without an escort of native soldiers, but
br~besin the form of Appollinaris water, post-
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cards, ctc., have been known to be instrumental in effecting an entrance. A curse is
said to hang over Petra; and buried tieasurcs
are purported to be there; but because of the
superstitions of thc tribes of the desert the
Brltish governrnent will not allow excavation
which might uncovcr the secrets f o r historians
and archaeologists.
Bccausc of the exquisite rose colori~igof
the mountains surrounding Petra, it is frequently referred to as the Rose Red City. In
closing Mr. Wood said that it was the most
gloriously beautiful thing that he had ever
5ccn.

Personal Notes
Mary C. Parker, Department Editor
Gcorgia L. Osborne, for many years assistant librarian at the Illinois State Historical
Socicty, has been appointed l ~ b r a r ~ ain
n place
of the late Mrs. Jessie Pal~ncrWebcr.
Etta L. Cannon has become assistant in thc
Roose~elt Mcmorial Library, Ncw York.
Miss Ruth Gilman, member of thc Illinois
Chaplcr of the Spccial Libraries Associalion
became librarian of the Womens Athletic Club
of Chicago on January I, 1927.
Miss Ruth Anderson, assistant to hIrs
Pyrrha B. Sheffield, librarian of the Portland
Cement Associat~on,Chicago, Illinois, has rcsigned on account of ill health.

lege has becn the librarian at thc \\'hitc Aleno rial I-Iospilal Library at Los Angcles.
Miss A l ~ c cA1 Scheck, librar~anof the First
National Bank of Los Angcles, has resig~lcd
to takc charge of the Hollywood branch of
thc Los Angelcs Public Library, which is the
largcsl branch in the Los Angcles syslcm.
Miss Scheck forn~crlywas a mcmbcr of the
Los Angeles Library staff.
Miss Marguerite Burneii, librarian of ihe
Fcdcral Kcse~veBank of New York, as prcsldcnt ~1 tllc graduates' association of Bratt
Institute, School 01 Library Sc~ence,prcsided
at tlicir annual lunchcon on January I j Thc
speaker of thc afternoon was Dr. Joscl111 Collins, physician to the Ncurological Instilule.

Mrs. M. E. Hanson, assistant librarian of thc
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San FranConsider what you have in the smallest
cisco, Cal~fornia,spent the Christmas hol~days chosen libm~y. A company of the wisest and
in a hospital as a result of a fall on the wet wittiesl men that could bc picked out of all
sidewalk.
civil countries, in a thousand years, have ~ e t
in best ordcr, the results of their learning and
h k Mary Parker, filing executive of the wisdom. Thc men themselves were hid and
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, gave a inaccessible, solitary, ~mpaiicnlof intcrrulrtion,
talk on January 18 to the class at Pratt In- fenced by eliquciie; but the thought which
stitute, School of L~braryScience or1 library they did not uncover to their bosom friend is
training adapted to filmg.
here written out in transpalent words to us,
the strangers of another age.-R. W. EMERDr. and Mrs. Newton Evans of Lotna Linda, SON
California, announce the marriage of their
daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr. Alonzo Ball 011
The delight of opening a new pursuit, o r a
December 30. Miss Evans took the coursc ncw course of rcading, imparts the vivacity
on business libraries given by Miss Reynolds and novelty of youth even to old age.DISRAELI.
at Rivcrsicle and since graduating from col-
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Events and Publications
Rebecca

B. Rankin, Department Editor

T h e Library Lions is the attractive title of
the New York Public Library Staff Bulletin.
It is a newsy little magazine and still maintains its fine typographical appearance.
Management Review for February, 1927,
contains as its leading article, a description of
the library of the Dennison Manufacturing
Company by Frederick A. Mooney, librarian,
under the title "Services of a Company Library ."
Maps are the predominant feature in l'hc
Library, the interesting publication of the
Newark Free P~iblicLibrary. In the same issue is listed "HaIf-a-Hundred Business Books"
a list solnewhat different from the usual bibliography. I n reality it is a first class introductlon to the literature of business.
Recent registration figures from the Newark
Free Public Library indicate that a large percentage of library uscrs are business peoplc;
one hundred and fifteen, out of a total of
i o u r hundred came from the business world.
T h e llbrary of the Philadelphia Public
Ledger has had prepared by Milton R. Voeks,
a strikmg design for a new bookplate. On
a broad cspanse of ocean an old-time ship,
under full saiI, bound on a voyage of romantic exploration, typifies the work of the
newspalw office; the ncws coming in from
all parts uf the world across the sewn seas.
T h e house organ of the Chasc National
Bank, Ncw York, recently started a hobby
contest and it is worthy of note that Mr.
Ernest J. Schilling's aiticle on "Collecting
First Editions" ~eceived honorable mention.
W e are glad to find that there are some book
lovers among bankers.
T h e article on early day banking in Massachusetts, which appeared in Stone & bVebster
Journal for November, 1926, was prepared by
Miss biarion G. Eaton.
Jack Black, the author of Y o u Can't ?$'in,
is the librarian of the Sart F~anciscoCall. He
was for many years a professional thief and

outlaw on the Pacific Coast and an inmate
of many prisons. His narrative is direct,
vivid, and of absorbing interest.

Chicago Daily Nezvs, for December 4, 1926,
contains a rotagravure picture of the Ch~cago
Municipal Reference Library with a graphic
portrait of Mr. Frederick Rex, l~brarian,offering a book to a library user.
The United States Daily is now printing
in each issue a list of new accessions to the
Library of Congress for which printed cards
will become available on the dale of that issue,
with card number affixed to each entry. Most
of the new books in English will be l~stcd.
Another edition of P o p d a r Na~rtesof Fedem1 Statz~leshas been published by the Division of Doculnents of the Library of Congress. This is a useful aid to the librarian
who is mosl frequently asked for these acts
by their popular names, such, for examplc,
as the Clayton Act or the Heyburn Act. I t
gives the popular names in alphabetical arrangement, followecl by date of passage and
citatlon to Statutes at Large.
"Detroit and Early Chicago" by b1. hi.
Quaife is the subjccl of the bimonthly Issue
of the B w t o n Hzstorical Collection Leaflet
for January, 1927.
We can safely say that the Library Bdlefin,
of the Public Servicc Corporation of New
Jersey, is one of thc bcst bulletins published
by any special lhrary Volume I, number r,
was issucd January 20, 1926 and twelve numbers are now In print. I t is a monil~ly of
some size. I t has distinctive features, one of
which is that the abstracts of new pcriodicnl
material are arranged alphabetically under
subjects, and printed on only one side of
the page so that they may be clipped and
pasted on 3 x 5 cards. Each issue has an attractive cover illustration, a leading editorial,
the list of new material and finally a list
of magazines to which the library subscribes.
We compliment Miss Alma C. Mitchill, thc librarian on thc appearance and content of the
Bulletin.
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